“I Am” Buttons
Girl Scout Cookie™ Activity

Pin it with pride!
Girls can display the inspiring messages featured on Lemon-Ups™ Girl Scout Cookies® with these bright buttons.

Supplies:
- “I Am” messages template
- Scissors
- Markers
- Clear craft buttons

Recommended size: 2.36 inch

Steps

1. Print the “I Am” messages and cut into circles to fit the clear buttons.

2. Use the cookie messages provided or fill in the blank to create your own inspiring “I Am” statement.

3. Insert the “I Am” message into the clear craft button and snap shut.

Invite girls to think about what they learn from selling Girl Scout Cookies. How do they exemplify these “I Am” statements?

Girls can wear their buttons at booth sales or walk-abouts, or display their Girl Scout Cookie pride on backpacks or purses.
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